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Maximize collections, lower expenses 

and reduce your time to payment 

with Meridian Medical Billing 

Practice medicine, not management 

 Maximize your collections with Meridian Medical Billing

 Reduce your time to payment

 Significantly improve your cashflow

 Spend more time with your patients

 Physicians Group Management

Mission Statement - To provide healthcare professionals nationwide a 

comprehensive solution to healthcare facility automation, billing and 

reporting, through the use of best-in-class service and state of the art 

technology. 

 Value Proposition 

Increased collections and lower costs through the 

use of highly trained staff, shared resources and IT 

infrastructure 

→ High value-added business model

→ Outsourcing back-office functions increases time

with patient population and allows businesses to focus

on growth

Cloud-based PM software, integrated back-office

services, and full EMR integration provide clients a 

fully integrated revenue cycle management solution 

→ Revenue Cycle Management services platform

manages entire billing process including data

migration, claim submission, payment posting and

denial follow-up. Back-office operations provide

customers high level of personalized assistance by

leveraging highly trained, customer dedicated, account

executives

→ Cloud based PM system provides total flexibility

and interoperability with third party systems and gives

customers full transparency over financial performance

 Billing Overview 

Physician practices across America face similar 

challenges. With decreasing reimbursements and 

increasing denial rates, practices are seeing a serious 

impact on their bottom line.  

In addition, as insurance carrier and HIPAA 

requirements change, physicians are dedicating more 

of their time and resources to administrative tasks and 

red tape. 

→ Meridian Medical Billing is a leading provider of

medical billing software and revenue cycle

management services to healthcare facilities across the

United States.

→ Meridian’s Medical Billing solutions enable

physicians to increase financial and operational

performance, streamline workflows, and gain better

insight through data, resulting in improved collections

while reducing administrative burdens and operating

costs.

One of the biggest challenges for physicians today is balancing the role 
between physician and business person. 

https://www.meridianhsn.com/
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Contact First Nations today for a
free consultation and customized service proposal. 

→ EMR Compatibility - Our software has the capability to integrate with any existing EMR system.

→ Patient Invoicing, Collection, and Inquiries - Monthly statements are sent to patients with remaining
balances. Additionally, our dedicated staff handles all patient phone requests, billing inquiries, and
necessary follow-up calls.

→ Financial Reporting - Provide your practice with financial and practice analysis reports available in the
industry today. Custom reports can be generated at your request, and a wide range of standard reports
are instantly available.

→ Remote Access - We provide internet access to all of your account information, giving you direct visibility
over patient data, current charges and balances, as well as financial performance.

→ Claim Adjudication - Only 70% of the average medical practice’s insurance claims are ever paid by
carriers. We aggressively monitor and access EOBs and payments to ensure the highest possible
reimbursement rate.

One of the biggest challenges for physicians today is balancing 
the role between physician and business person. 

Meridian Medical Billing enables you to eliminate all charge entry and patient 
demographic updates, as well as payment posting. 

A dedicated team of Account Representatives will enter all charges, perform claims scrubbing, post 
payments, bill patients, and most importantly, follow-up on all denials. In addition … 

Electronic and Paper Claims Filing - Manage all data entry, claims and claims tracking for you. We 
have the capability to transmit claims electronically to thousands of insurance carriers.  

Claim Follow-up is a priority - Our staff regularly follows-up on the progress of your claims to make 
sure you are receiving prompt, correct payments.  

Advanced Claims Review System - Advanced claims scrubber identifies and corrects errors and 
omissions before claims are submitted. The results are reduced denials and faster reimbursement. 

Solutions today so you can succeed tomorrow

https://www.meridianhsn.com/



